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INTRODUCTION
The Soviet Space Program
Using the Salyut 6 orbital space station as a long-term research base, the Soviets have carried out
a highly successful program of space technology and life sciences research. Between September
1977, when it was launched, and the end of 1980, the orbital station was manned by four different
two-man prime crews in missions lasting 96, 140, 175, and 185 days. The crew of the 185-day
mission included flight engineer V. Ryumin, who had also flown on the 175-day mission just six
months earlier. (With nearly a year's total time in space, Cosmonaut Ryumin has logged what is by
far the longest flight time of any space traveler.) In addition to the four main crews, by the end of
1980 Salyut 6 had been visited by 10 short-term expeditions, six of which included crewmembers
from Soviet bloc countries such as Viet Nam, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary.
All crews are transported to the space station aboard Soyuz-series spacecraft, which also serve as
return vehicles. Resupply of the orbital complex with expendables such as food, air, water, fuel, and
photographic film, as well as delivery of needed scientific equipment, are carried out partly by
means of these transport vehicles and partly by expendable "Progress" cargo craft. One vehicle of
each type can be docked simultaneously (and automatically) with the space station. This system of
enlargement and resupply of the facility is a prototype for planned future orbiting platforms.
With the completion of two more manned missions in the first half of 1981, the current
"Interkosmos" research program will have been concluded. The Soyuz 6 orbital station, already
far beyond its original design life, will then be docked with a large, unmanned Cosmos spacecraft
and boosted into a new orbit where a series of automated systems tests will be performed. The
Cosmos craft is the forerunner of a modular expansion unit that the Soviets plan to use in
assembling large, permanently operating manned space stations from a Salyut-style core. No further
manned missions will be flown until sometime in 1982, when the follow-on Salyut 7 modular
station is launched.
Soviet progress in space station development relies on a combination of research in design rooms
and laboratories on the ground with actual orbital experience. The same interaction between
ground-based research and in-flight tests characterizes the entire Soviet space life sciences
program. Therefore, the text of this summary of 1980 Soviet literature is divided into two parts,
Ground-Based Research and Spaceflight Results. Within each part, material is organized according
to the general breakdown of disciplines observed by the Soviets:
• Space Medicine and Physiology (human)
• Space Biology (animals)
• Life Sciences Technology
• Exobiology.
Space Medicine and Physiology
The primary focus of research in this area is on the development of methods for predicting,
diagnosing, and preventing or ameliorating the effects of spaceflight conditions—particularly
weightlessness. Before long-term habitation of space stations can become routine, it is essential that
Soviet space program managers and planners have a thorough understanding of factors impacting
crew selection (individually and as a group), mission length, activity scheduling, facility design, diet,
and the structuring of exercise programs and other deconditioning countermeasures. The current
manned flight limit is six months. Thus far, this mission duration appears to be feasible; although
there are some individual variations in function, no pathological or irreversible changes are observed
in crewmembers. However, more research at this level will be carried out before longer-term
missions are flown.
Biomedical data from recent extended-duration missions were still being processed through
1980. The results of studies carried out during the 175-day Salyut 6 mission were published,
providing a basis for comparison with the earlier 96- and 140-day flights. These results continue to
demonstrate the importance of a well-structured space station microclimate in sustaining the health
and performance of the crew.
One important factor in the creation of a good microclimate is the provision of countermeasures
against the general deconditioning associated with extended weightlessness. The daily physical
exercise prescribed for cosmonauts in the 140- and 175-day missions, along with the regular use of
lower body negative pressure (LBNP), the "Penguin" constant loading suit, improved diet, and
water-salt additives, prevented or lessened certain changes that had been seen in earlier (and shorter)
flights. Cardiovascular adaptations noted on the 175-day flight were generally more moderate,
particularly in terms of hemodynamics. Responses to physical load (exercise stress test) were also
closer to normal preflight values. These improvements were attributed partly to a greater emphasis
in these missions on pref light physical training. Losses of body mass during flight were more
moderate—the flight engineer actually gained weight. This is explained as being the result of
combining regular exercise with a more varied and appealing diet. The exercise program is also
credited with reducing the degree and duration of changes found postflight in the motor regulation
system.
Another important aspect of the onboard microclimate is the psychological support that is
provided. Increasingly elaborate measures are being taken in this area. For example, a special
medical group was formed for the 175-day mission to devise ways of alleviating, the boredom and
sense of isolation experienced by the crew. Frequent two-way audiovisual communications were
established between the cosmonauts and their families, and supportive interviews were held with
well-known journalists, scientists, athletes, and performers. The visiting crews provide varied
interpersonal contact; they also bring with them letters, newspapers, and gifts for the prime crew.
Television and music are now provided on board.
A third factor that is important in maintaining a positive onboard environment is the organi-
zation of daily routine. All Salyut 6 crews have lived on standard Moscow time, with a normal
work week, and with adequate time allotted for sleeping and eating, for recreation, and for being
alone. The general goal is to make life aboard the space station as normal as possible.
Soviet ground-based research in the area of space medicine and physiology establishes the basis
for inflight tests and programs, as well as for many of the crew-protective and life support measures
that are taken in system design (such as cabin atmospheric composition, temperature and vibration
control, radiation shielding, water reclamation, and various antideconditioning devices). Many of
these laboratory studies involve the simulation of weightlessness, either by mathematical models
or through "real" simulation via bedrest or water immersion. Others investigate the effects of
acceleration through centrifugation. Since these techniques can reproduce many of the effects of
spaceflight on the various systems of the body, they provide the means to anticipate and, ideally,
to counteract many of the dangers and difficulties that spaceflight presents. Exercise programs,
work-rest schedules, dietary prescriptions, crew selection procedures, and medications to counteract
physiological effects are all to a large extent the result of ground-based research.
These studies are vigorously pursued by the Soviets. A recent trend has been toward the
increased use of mathematical modeling to predict physiological responses. Nystagmus, the rolling
of the eyeballs in response to vestibular disturbance, is being investigated as a possible predictor
of susceptibility to space motion sickness. Biorhythms are currently of great interest to Soviet
researchers as a basis for planning schedules and assignments. The study of stress and the analysis of
inflight tasks and activities are seen as having a large potential for improving the performance
effectiveness of cosmonauts. The evolution of the Soviet manned space program depends to a great
extent on the interlinking of studies such as these with experience inflight.
Space Biology
Seven Soviet Cosmos biosatellites have been launched since 1966. The three most recent of
these (Cosmos 782, 936, and 1129) were collaborative ventures with the U.S. and other countries,
and investigated the effects of weightlessness on a variety of organisms. Cosmos 936 and Cosmos
1129 were both equipped with an onboard centrifuge, so that the effects of artificial gravity could
be compared with those of unaltered weightlessness. In addition to these flight controls, many
experiments also included two sets of ground controls, with some animals confined to a biosatellite
mockup and others maintained in a vivarium.
No new biosatellites were launched in 1980; however, the results of many of the previous
investigations were released. Most notable were the results of experiments with rats onboard
Cosmos 936. Rats exposed to artificial gravity during the 18.5-day flight did not exhibit the
disturbances in gas exchange, electrolyte metabolism, postural equilibrium, thyroid calcitonin
secretion, or posterior pituitary function that were found in rats exposed to 0 G. The weightless
group also exhibited muscular atrophy, deterioration of bone, increased sarcoplasmic protein
content, and decreased myocardial myosin ATPase activity; flight control animals experienced
these changes as well, but to a lesser extent. In ground-based animal studies, various degrees of
confinement and immobilization continued to be used for simulating the stresses of weightlessness.
v
 Plant studies have been conducted onboard theSalyut orbital stations as well as on biosatellites.
Attempts to grow higher plants have been unsuccessful, with the plants dying after about 2 weeks.
Thus, efforts to include plants in a closed life support system have so far been frustrated. However,
various unicellular plant cultures have been grown successfully in space. There is some evidence
from ground-based studies that electrical current might be successfully substituted for gravity.
Experiments with plant tissues such as duckweed showed that the early stages of growth are the
most sensitive to spaceflight conditions.
Life Sciences Technology
In 1980 a number of new instruments and devices were introduced for use in the space life
sciences program. New laboratory bioinstrumentation included a system for detecting gas bubbles
in the blood of animals exposed to hypoxic conditions. Several instruments for the study of
nystagmus were developed: a portable nystagmograph, a photoelectric nystagmograph, and a
device that both induces and measures nystagmus.
Onboard Salyut 6, a massmeter has been installed that allows accurate assessments of changes in
weight under weightlessness to be made. The cosmonauts of the 175-day mission donned new
semi-rigid, liquid-cooled spacesuits with self-contained life support systems for their one EVA
outing. It was reported that the suits provided adequate temperature control under all conditions.
The need to establish parameters for spacesuit and cabin atmospheres prompts investigation of
the effects of different gas mixtures and pressure levels on animal physiological functions. Studies
of hypoxic and hyperbaric conditions and their effects predominated in 1980.
Exobiology
Data continue to be transmitted from Venus by the Venera 11 and 12 probes. Spectral analysis
has revealed detail about the atmospheric composition and cloud layering of the planet. Similar data
on the atmospheric composition and structure of Mars were sent back by the Mars 5 orbiter.
About the 1980 Summary
This document summarizes the Soviet life sciences literature, relevant to the space program, that
became available in this country during 1980. Due to Soviet publication delays, and to delays in
receiving translations, some of the literature refers to studies and results deriving from spacef lights
dating back to 1973. Consequently, a large number of missions are discussed. For reference, Table 1
presents information about all the flights mentioned in this summary.
Table 1. Soviet Space Missions Mentioned in
1980 Annual Summary
Manned Missions*
Craft Name Launch
Salyut4 26 Dec. 1974
Soyuzl? 10 Jan. 1975
Soyuz 18 24 Apr. 1975
Salyut5 22 June 1976
Soyuz21 6 July 1976
Soyuz 22 15 Sept. 1976
SalyutB 29 Sept. 1977
Soyuz 26 10 Dec. 1977
Soyuz 28 2 Mar. 1978
Soyuz 29 15 June 1978
Soyuz32 25 Feb.1979
Soyuz 35 9 Apr. 1980
Mission
Duration
29.5 days
63 days
49 days
7.5 days
96 days
8 days
140 days
" 175 days
185 days
Crewm embers
Gubarev,
Grechko
Klimuk,
Sevastyanov
Volynov,
Zholobov
Bykovskiy,
Arksenov
Romanenko,
Grechko
Status
Decayed
2 Feb. 1977
Recovered
9 Feb. 1975
Recovered
26 July 1975
Decayed
8 Aug. 1977
Recovered
23 Aug. 1976
Recovered
23 Sept. 1976
In orbit
Recovered
16 Mar. 1978
Gubarev, Recovered
Remek 10 Mar. 1978
(Czechoslovakian)
Kovalenok, Recovered
Ivanchenko 2 Nov. 1978
Progress 9 27 Apr. 1980
Lyakhov,
Ryumin
Popov,
Ryumin
Unmanned
Recovered
19 Aug. 1979
Recovered
11 Oct. 1980
in Soyuz 37
spacecraft
Decayed
22 May 1980
Remarks
Orbital space station
Docked with Salyut 4
Docked with Salyut 4
Orbital space station
Docked with and transferred
to Salyut 5 on July 7
No docking; Earth resources
study
Orbital space station
Docked with and transferred to
Salyut 6 on 11 Dec. Returned
in Soyuz 27. EVA 1 hr 28 min.
Crew docked with and trans-
ferred to Salyut 6
Crew docked with and trans-
ferred to Salyut 6. Returned
in Soyuz 31. EVA 29 July
1978, 2hrs5 min.
Crew docked with and trans-
ferred to Salyut 6. Returned
in Soyuz 34. EVA 1 hr 23 min.
Crew docked with and trans-
ferred to Salyut 6-Progress 8
complex. Spacecraft used
to return Soyuz 36 crew on
3 June 1980
Cargo craft docked with
Salyut 6-Soyuz 35 on 29 Apr.
1980 to resupply station with
fuel and air.
'Includes unmanned resupply missions.
Table 1. Soviet Space Missions Mentioned in
1980 Annual Summary (continued)
Manned Missions (continued)
Craft Name
Soyuz 36
Progress 10
Soyuz 37
Soyuz 38
Progress 1 1
Mission
Launch Duration
26 May 1980 8 days
-29 June 1980
23 July 1980 8 days
18 Sept. 1980 8 days
28 Sept. 1980
Grew/members
Kubasov,
Farkas
(Hungarian)
Unmanned
Gbrbatko,
Tuan
(Vietnamese)
Romanenko,
Mendez (Cuban)
Unmanned
Status
Recovered
3 June 1980
in Soyuz 35
spacecraft
Decayed
19 July 1980
Recovered
31 July 1980
in Soyuz 36
spacecraft
Recovered
26 Sept. 1980
Decayed
11 Dec. 1980
Remarks
Crew docked with Salyut 6 on
27 May 1980. Spacecraft
used to return Soyuz 37
prime crew on 31 July 1980
Docked with Salyut 6 on
1 July 1980; delivered
equipment, fuel, and food
Crew docked with Salyut 6 on
24 July 1980. Spacecraft
used to return Soyuz 35
prime crew on 11 Oct. 1980
Crew docked with Salyut 6 on
19 Sept. 1980
Docked with Salyut 6 on
30 Sept. 1980; delivered
scientific equipment and radio
telemetric system for data
transmission to Earth.
Biosatellites
Satellite
Cosmos 605
Cosmos 690
Cosmos 782
Cosmos 936
Cosmos 1 1 29
Launch
31 Oct. 1973
22 Oct. 1974
25 Nov. 1975
3 Aug. 1977
25 Sept. 1979
Mission
Duration
23 days
22 days
19.5 days
18.5 days
19 days
Crewmembers
Rats
Rats
Rats
Rats,
Drosophila
melanogaster ,
plants
Rats
Status
Recovered
22 Nov. 1973
Recovered
12 Nov. 1974
Recovered
13 Dec. 1975
Recovered
22 Aug. 1977
Recovered
14 Oct. 1979
Remarks
Joint effort with USA, France,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Poland, and Rumania
Joint effort with USA, France,
and Czechoslovakia
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SPACE FLIGHT RESULTS
Space Medicine and Physiology
Cardiovascular System
Results of the 175-day two-man flight aboard the Salyut 6 orbital station became
available in 1980 (Yegorov, 1980). This was the third prime crew of Salyut 6, comple-
menting earlier 96- and 140-day flights. As in the previous missions, cardiovascular
research centered on evaluation of the vascular system's adaptations to prolonged 175-day flight
weightlessness—in particular through studies of hemodynamics and cardiac intervals at
rest, under physical load, and. in response to lower body negative pressure (LBNP).
Inflight cardiovascular tests on the 175-day crew are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Type and Number of Cardiovascular Tests
(175-day flight)
Tests
 ( Number of Tests*
Phase analysis of cardiac cycle 16
At rest
Hemodynamics—
(mechanocardiography) 14
At rest
Rheography REG
REG of
extremities 4/158
Body REG 9/7
At Rest
Occlusion plethysmography (calf) 4/3
Jugular vein pressure 7
LBNP tests 7
Exercise stress tests 7
"Number of tests in the numerator pertains to the commander—the
denominator, to the flight engineer.
hemodynamic
adaptations
countermeasures
cardiovascular
adaptation
Salyut 4 REG data
Rheographic (REG) and plethysmographicdata showed similarities in compensatory
mechanisms with those found during the 140-day mission—especially a decreased
stroke output and shorter isovolumetric contraction. Arterial pressure decreases found
in both cosmonauts were more systematic than those seen in the 140-day mission. In
addition, blood outflow was seen to be improved, venous reservoir elasticity increased,
and calf vein contractility and venous pressure lowered, so that vessel tone volume was
decreased. As in the previous flights, these hemodynamic changes were within expected
limits, and can be considered as an adaptation to weightlessness and hypodynamia.
An important objective of studies conducted on this mission was to assess the
efficacy of preventive measures against the effects of long-duration spaceflight.
Consequently, the finding that heart rate and arterial pressure did not show decreased
tolerance to LBNP during the mission was significant. Preflight physical training
received more emphasis on this flight, as did exercise studies inflight (the cosmonauts
exercised 2.5 hr per day for 3 out of every 4 days). In general, the performance of both
crewmembers under physical load (as reflected in measures of oxygen sufficiency) did
not decrease during the mission. The flight engineer, who had a higher level of preflight
physical training, showed a more moderate engagement of compensating mechanisms
in response to work (pedaling) than did the commander. He had lower increases in
cardiac output, shorter time of acceptance of load, and a faster return to initial heart
rate following load. These results suggested that initial conditioning is an important
preventive factor. No significant changes in daily EKG readings or in cardiac rhythm
were seen in either crewman, indicating good adaptation.
Adaptation and stabilization of cardiovascular functions noted on the 175-day
mission were similar to those found in the previous Salyut 6 crews (Gazenko &
Yegorov, 1980). Investigations of the first two prime crews by Degtyarev, Andriyako
et al. (1980) indicated that, after an adaptive period of 1-1% mos, cardiovascular
measurements of most cosmonauts approach normal, even in response to such
challenges as LBNP. Rheographic measurement of central and peripheral hemodynamic
responses at rest in the 96- and 140-day Salyut 6 crews (Turchaninova & Domracheva,
1980) showed that, for three of the four cosmonauts, an initial increase in stroke
volume subsided after the first week in. space. Cardiac, output remained elevated
throughout the flights, while cerebral blood filling initially increased and then returned
to normal during the last half of the 140-day mission. Leg vessel blood volume
decreased, while forearm measurements either did not vary or increased. These data
reflect the expected shifts in body fluids during exposure to weightlessness.
Results of earlier spaceflight studies continue to be received from the USSR. REG
data on the functional state of cerebral circulation during adaptation of the Salyut 4
crews to weightlessness were published in 1980 (Kas'yan & colleagues). REGs were
used to evaluate cerebral blood flow and redistribution and cardiovascular compen-
satory reactions at rest and in response to LBNP and bicycle ergometer (VEL) tests
pre-, in-, and postflight.
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Preflight responses to LBNP included increased return of venous blood from the
cranium, altered REG indices, reduced vessel tone, and a decrease in total pulse and
systolic blood filling. Cessation of LBNP was followed by a rapid return to baseline.
Exercise stress test (VEL) produced an opposite response in the redistribution of blood
flow. Especially notable were the increases in pulse and systolic blood filling and
venous return from the brain. Inflight, similar though more pronounced responses to
LBNP and exercise stress test (VEL) were observed. The more marked reaction of the
circulatory system to induced redistribution of blood by LBNP was also observed
in the crew of the 96-day expedition aboard Salyut 6 (Degtyarev, Andriyako et al.,
1980). Postflight, paradoxical responses to both LBNP and VEL exercise (consisting
of a rise in vessel tone and a higher degree of pulse blood filling) were noted in the
Salyut 4 crews.
Reports from Degtyarev and colleagues (Degtyarev, Bednenko et al., 1980;
Degtyarev, Doroshev et al., 1980) presented results of cardiovascular measurements
taken on the two crews of Salyut 5. The first crew showed high arterial pressure and
cardiac output, especially during work. Their EKGs also indicated alterations in the
repolarization process, although heart rates remained fairly normal. In contrast, the
second crew had a 15-20% increase in heart rate throughout the flight, but no other
EKG aberrations. The Soviet scientists attributed the first crew's near-pathological
state to fatigue from the large workload required of them, and lack of sleep.
Musculoskeletal System
Soviet scientists continued to monitor musculoskeletal system changes associated
with spaceflight. The loss of body mass during flight has been of concern; however,
weight losses of the three long-term Salyut 6 crews have been moderate and reversible.
During the 175-day flight, countermeasures designed to counteract the effects of
weightlessness and inactivity were applied. These included intensive physical training
applied to the system as a whole, and the use of the Penguin suit, which partly com-
pensated for the absence of gravity by applying load to the skeletal muscles. In
addition, continued emphasis was placed on nutritional factors. As on the previous two
Salyut 6 missions, the daily caloric allowance was high (3150 kcal, versus the 3900 kcal
provided on Salyut 4). Hot dishes were available for every meal, with a wider variety of
heated foods being provided. Cargo flights by Progress 5,6, and 7 delivered fresh fruits,
vegetables, and condiments which added to the attractiveness of the cosmonauts' diet.
It was reported (Yegorov, 1980) that the overall nutrition and sense of well-being of
cosmonauts Lyakhov and Ryumin on the 175-day mission were superior to those of
the 96-day and 140-day crews. The additional physical exercise undoubtedly added to
well-being, as did the more strict adherence to preventive measures.
Measurements taken during the 175-day mission were: body mass, leg (calf)
volume, and vestibulomotor function data. 'As on the two earlier flights, body mass
measurements were taken with a unidimensional harmonic oscillator. After an initial
variability, from the 28th day of flight Commander Lyakhov experienced a progressive
moderate decrease in body mass, with a maximum loss of 5.5 kg (6.6%) on landing.
LBNP/VEL response
cardiac electrical
activity
nutrition
weight changes
calf volume
muscle condition
mu«de regulation
Flight engineer Ryumin showed a slight increase in weight (0.4-0.6 kg) during most of
the flight, increasing to a maximum gain of 1.6 kg by day 163. (This is the only inflight
weight gain toward the end of a mission to be shown by a Soviet cosmonaut.) By the
end of the first week postflight, the commander had recovered the weight loss and
gained an additional 1.1 kg. The flight engineer exhibited a smaller postflight weight
gain. Yegorov believes the progressive weight loss by the commander to be due to an
insignificant metabolic deficiency, and the weight gain by the flight engineer to be the
result of a diet and water intake sufficient to compensate for energy expenditure.
Contrary to expectations, neither crewman had a significant loss of redistributed body
fluid after the first several days of flight. Differential effects of exercise could have had
some impact on the disparity in weight changes: in measurements taken on the 65th
day during treadmill exercise, the commander lost 1050 g, while the flight engineer lost
910 g.
Leg volume was estimated by a specially developed device, the IZOG, which treats
the calf as a series of seven truncated cones that can be measured and their volumes
«added. Analysis showed that by the 12th day of flight the commander's leg volume had
decreased by 13%, the flight engineer's by 18%. Thereafter, both volumes remained
stable throughout the 58th day. The commander's leg volume then decreased to a
maximum decrease from preflight values of 19% (on the 143rd day), with about 16.5%
decrease at the end of the flight The flight engineer showed more variability and a
larger percentage decrease, with two maximum decreases—one at the 69th-79th day
(22.8%) and another at the 156th day (23.7%). On the 170th day his calf volume
again began to decline. In crews of both the 140-day and 175-day flights, decrease in
leg volume was found to be more pronounced in the first three weeks of flight, with
overall patterns of decrease and increase suggesting a wave!ike course in the process of
loss and recovery.
Changes in muscle condition and muscular functioning associated with spaceflight
were also an issue of interest to researchers. Pre- and postflight studies of the motor
apparatus and regulatory system conducted with the 175-day flight crew were similar
to those carried out in the 140-day mission. Determination of foot support (via the
foot's sensitivity threshold), measurement of the Achilles reflex, and stabilographic
assessment of postural equilibrium were among the studies performed. The state of
motor regulation was determined by both stabilography and perturbation plotting,
using incremental shocks to take the body out of equilibrium. Such tests are said to
allow accurate evaluations of the state of motor system synergies. Evaluation of the
state of calf and thigh muscles during static and dynamic states was carried out by
means of the "Miotest." To evaluate the force and speed of muscle groups postflight,
the Miotest was supplemented by isokinetic dynamometer, or "Cybex," measurements.
As in the preceding crew, both members of the 175-day flight crew displayed a
degree of proprioceptor hyperactivity. The commander showed a considerable (but
reversible) reduction in the threshold of pallesthesia in the support area of the foot.
- Both crewmembers exhibited a sharp reduction postflight (until the 36th day) in the
thresholds of tendon reflex. Additionally, a breakdown occurred in the interextremity
synergies; these mechanisms remained impaired through the time of writing (Yegorov,
1980).
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Anthropometric and neurologic tests did not reveal any substantial changes in the
peripheral muscles, with the exception of a reversible atony in the posterior group of
calf muscles and sub-atrophy of the latissimus and trapezius muscles. However, Miotest
data indicated a reduction in the functional capability of the posterior group of calf
muscles. According to this test, the electromyographic value (cost of exertion) of a
standard muscular effort increased more than twofold postflight. Isokinetic dyna-
mometry revealed in both crewmembers a reduction in the force of the gastrocnemius
muscle and the frontal tibialis muscle, especially in the commander, whose rate of
recovery was slower. From the 3rd through the 11th postflight day, the flight engineer's
increase in maximum effort was 30-50%; the commander's, 25-30%.
Changes in the activity of the motor regulation system in the 175-day crew were
similar to those observed in preceding crews, but were considerably less pronounced.
Irregularities in the commander's stabilogram persisted past the 11th day postflight,
along with a prolonged loss of equilibrium with eyes closed, in the Romberg position.
Both crewmembers exhibited slower recovery of equilibrium following external shock
and random disturbances, but readaptation was well under way by the 11th day
postflight. These changes were not as profound or long-lasting as those found in
preceding prime crews, which Yegorov tentatively attributes to the expanded exercise
program in this flight. The flight engineer, who exercised more intensively, showed less
significant motor regulation changes than the commander.
Hematology and Immunology
Hematological studies conducted on crewmembers of the Salyut 6 175-day flight
detected elliptical and spherical erythrocytes appearing several days postflight;
similarly transformed red blood cell shapes had been found postflight in the com-
mander of the 96-day flight. Such changes in shape are considered to be pathological;
however, the number of discocytes in the 175-day crewmembers had returned to
normal by postflight day 33- The heterogeneity of erythrocytes may also have con-
tributed to an observed postflight increase in the size of the erythrocyte population of
the 175-day crew. Studies of erythrocyte metabolism revealed a reduction in ATP
levels in both crewmen, along with an elevated red blood cell metabolic rate.
Tests have shown no pathological changes in hemoglobin production of individual
erythrocyte cells during long-term space missions. Hemoglobin mass decreased post-
flight (reversibly) in the second and-third prime crews of Salyut 6; and during the
long adaptation period, erythrocytes are found to enter the bloodstream carrying
hemoglobin with some specific functional alterations. Overall, however, the transport
of oxygen by hemoglobin is not disrupted during or after spacef light.
Yegorov (1980) concludes that long-term spaceflights are accompanied by certain
nonpathological hematologic changes which are responses to the adaptation to weight-
lessness and the readaptation to Earth's gravity.
motor apparatus
motor regulation
erythrocyte
morphology
hemoglobin
conclusions
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gammaglobulins
Since muscle atrophy is associated with long-term exposure to weightlessness, the
sera of 15 cosmonauts were analyzed for the presence of autoantibodies after space-
flight (Tashpulatov et al., 1979). Using indirect immunofluorescence, the sera were
reacted with group 0 human or beef heart tissues. Seven cosmonauts possessed positive
reactions to one or more of four elements of the human tissue: inserted platelets,
autoantibodies sarcolemma, sarcoplasm, and cells of interstitial connective tissue. No differences from
pref light tests were observed when bov.ine tissue was used. Three of the seven positively
reacting cosmonauts had especially strong reactions to heart tissue; two of these men
were being examined after their third spaceflight. Although the autoimmune reaction
was seen in 45% of the cosmonauts studied, it disappeared as the men became
readapted to conditions on Earth.
The effect of spaceflight on gammaglobulins was also examined (Guseva &
Tashpulatov, 1980). The blood of cosmonauts after spaceflights lasting 2, 16, 18 or 49
days was analyzed for protein composition. A 2-day spaceflight was characterized by a
decrease in gammaglobulin (especially IgG and IgA) and j32-glycoprotein fractions.
Increases in albumin arid most globulins were seen after the 16- and 18-day space-
flights. By contrast, after the 175-day flight a significant reduction in serum levels of
the immunoglobulin IgC was observed (Yegorov, 1980).
Upon completion of the 49-day flight, changes were observed only in globulin
fractions: C3c and C4 complement factors were monitored at higher-than-normal
levels, as were IgG, IgA, and IgM. Two weeks after landing, increased levels of
prealbumin and globulin fractions were measured; this change was attributed to
readaptation processes.
On the 175-day Salyut 6 mission, hypersensitivity challenge responses conducted
postflight (Yegorov, 1980) detected the appearance, in both crewmen, of a sensitivity
to bacterial allergens (streptococcus in the commander, and both streptococcus and
staphylococcus in the flight engineer). A distinct sensitivity to formaldehyde was also
recorded postflight, although neither crewmember had exhibited such a sensitivity
preflight. All of these sensitivity reactions had been seen in previous flights. The
sensitivity to formaldehyde observed on the 140-day and 175-day flights confirms the
fact that immunological shifts occurring inflight contribute to the development of
multivalent allergy, requiring clinical attention. It also points to a need to reduce
formaldehyde contamination of the cabin atmosphere.
Metabolism
The causes, mechanisms, and significance of disturbances in electrolyte metabolism
during spaceflight were summarized by Gazenko, Grigor'yev etal. (1980), using results
from both USSR and U.S. flights.
Weightlessness results in a redistribution of blood to the thoracic vessels and the
distention of the atria; a reflex increase in renal excretion of fluid follows. Also
fluid shifts observed are diminished thirst and fluid intake and a lessened desire for salt These
globulin fractions
allergy
electrolyte
metabolism
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persist for some time after landing. Postflight, there is increased fluid intake but
decreased diuresis. Since blood osmolarity remains normal, the fluid retention appears
to be a response to diminished body fluid volume, an explanation which is corrobo-
rated by observed elevation of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) in blood and urine.
Flights in which volumes of body fluids were measured produced contradictory
data. Analysis of the information led the authors to note that fluid losses during
short-term flights are attributable to extracellular fluid loss; on longer flights, extra-
cellular fluid is probably gradually restored, but there is an overall decrease of
intracellular fluid due to muscular atrophy.
Among the many chemical imbalances monitored, negative potassium (K) levels
have been recorded, even 5 days postflight. This is probably another manifestation of
muscular atrophy, since reduction of cell mass results in the concomitant loss of K
from cells. Reduced excretion of sodium after flight has also been noted (Yegorov,
1980), indicating a greater loss of this ion during flight. The ratio of sodium/fluid in
the urine is restored to normal more rapidly after short flights than after long flights.
A gradual increase in calcium (Ca) excretion beginning the second week of flight
has also been documented. This elevated excretion reaches a maximum after 3-4 wks of
flight and remains at that level. The increased Ca excretion is attributable to changes in
muscle and, especially, bone tissue anabolism and ongoing catabolism, which is also
reflected by negative balances of phosphorus, sulfur, and magnesium. Such alterations
are adaptations .to weightlessness and do not impair the mechanical strength of the
skeleton in space.
Renal function is not permanently impaired by weightlessness. After long-duration
flights, the concentration of osmotically active substances in urine and the reabsorption
of osmotically free water have been found to be lower than preflight, even in the
presence of high ADH secretion. Therefore, it appears that prolonged exposure to 0 G
reversibly affects the concentrating capacity of the kidney and its response to ADH.
Such changes in renal function reflect metabolic shifts that develop in 0 G. Changes in
the ion regulatory system are apparently secondary to these metabolic shifts, and are
directed'toward the maintenance of blood homeostasis.
fluid losses
Na/K excretion
other electrolyte
imbalances
renal function
Neurophysiology
Kornilov et al. ('1979) compared the effect of prolonged and short-duration space-
flights on otolithic functions of cosmonauts. Pre- and postflight data were obtained
from crewmembers of Soyuz 21 and Salyut 5 (49 days), Soyuz 26 and Salyut 6 (96
days), and Soyuz 22 and Salyut 28 (7 days). Intensity of the otolithic reflex was
determined by ocular counter-rolling. The degree of expression and the magnitude of
asymmetry were greater after prolonged spaceflight than following brief exposures,
leading the scientists to hypothesize that a possible interrelationship exists between
statokinetic disorders and asymmetry of the otolithic function.
otoIKh function
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Yegorov (1980) reported studies of vestibular function and spatial perception in
the 175-day Salyut 6 crew. Preflight and postflight measurements were^taken of:
1) the intensity of the otolith reflex by ocular counterrotation; 2) semicircular canal
threshold response to angular velocity changes; 3) the interaction between the otolith
and semicircular canals with incremental angular acceleration; 4) spatial perception;
and 5) the level of autonomic stability, through endurance of rotating-chair angular
accelerations.
For the first time in any of the Salyut 6 flights, one crewmember (the commander)
experienced pronounced illusory reactions postflight. These took the form of auto-
kinetic illusions during fixation on an object, possibly related to more pronounced
changes in the sensory systems and in the vestibular analyzer. A decreased otolith
reaction in the commander was in marked contrast to all other cosmonauts of, Salyut 6,
who exhibited hyper-reflection of otolith function postflight. By postflight day 6, the
otolith reflex had returned to its preflight value. The flight engineer showed a more
typical postflight asymmetry (14°) due to a significant hyper-reflection on the right
side and hypo-reflection on the left side. These shifts in otolith response persisted past
the 9th day of testing.
Neither crewman exhibited any change in the threshold response to angular
velocity. However, the commander showed more marked disturbances than the
flight engineer in other aspects of vestibular function and spatial perception. During
rotational vestibulometric tests, he experienced vestibulo-autonomic reactions of the
first degree, Achilles type. He also showed a large increase in error in defining vertical
lines, both while lying on his side and while sitting. The determination that changes
in the sensory system arid the vestibular analyzer were more pronounced in the
commander than in the flight engineer led to the theory that these shifts were
responsible for his expressed statokinetic disorders.
Psychology
The psychological condition of cosmonauts during flights has been given increasing
attention (Beregovoy etal., 1978; Gazenko, 1980; Samsonov, 1979). Potential psycho-
logical problems encountered in space include those related to small group isolation,
predictive tests stress, man-machine interaction, and cosmonaut compatibility. Increasing emphasis is
being placed by the Soviets on the development of psychological tests to predict
responses of people under these conditions. Based on test outcomes, a hypothesis
currently being considered is that individuals with very dissimilar personality traits may
make the most compatible crew.
Drawing upon the experiences of cosmonauts of previous flights, psychologists
adaptive design (Beregovoy et al., 1978) are also attempting to predict human reactions to unusual and
emergency conditions. Based on their results, they are striving to design procedures and
machinery accordingly.
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A^medical group was formed to provide psychological support to the crew of the
175-day Soyuz 32/Salyut 6 mission (Yegorov, 1980). Drawing upon the experiences of
the first and second prime crews of Salyut 6 and the schedule of the 175-day flight,
they "devised a program intended to keep the crew highly motivated, informed, and
emotionally stable. Special factors of this flight that were expected to have a psycho-
logical impact on the crew were: 1) an increased maintenance and repair workload, 2)
a lack of visiting crews, and 3) EVA operations.
The psychological support program was based on a series of information exchanges
between cosmonauts and the ground, including talks with their families (47 times
during the flight), discussions with scientific and technical specialists in different fields,
and talk sessions with well-known actors, comedians, and singers. Varied music and
news programs were available to the crew, and cargo craft brought letters, newspapers,
gifts, etc., aboard. The scientific consultations emphasized upbeat reports of the uses
to which the crew's data were being put. These discussions reportedly kept the crew
highly motivated toward their-research work.
The psychological support program was apparently quite effective in maintaining
high emotional and working morale throughout the lengthy flight.
175-day flight crew
psychological
support
conclusion
Space Biology
The Soviets sent no new biosatellites into orbit in 1980. However, many
experimental results from past spaceflight investigations were received from the USSR.
Of particular interest were the reports of studies conducted aboard Cosmos 939 (ll'n,
Korol'kov et al., 1979; Gazenko, ll'in et al., 1980; Bryanov et al., 1979; Adamovich,
ll'in et al., 1980) and Cosmos 1129 (TASS, 1979a; ll'in & Novikov, 1980; Soviet
Health Ministry, 1980). Both flights were directed primarily at studying the
mechanisms of physiological changes associated with 0 G.
earlier missions
Pulmonary System
Pogodin and Mazhbich (1980) studied the shifts in pulmonary hemodynamics
caused by changes in body position of anesthetized cats in space. Regional electro-
plethysmography was used to quantitatively evaluate blood volume and blood flow in
individual pulmonary sections (apical, medial, and basal). In the horizontal position
(lying on back), dorsal pulmonary sections showed the highest blood filling (14.1 ml/
100 cm3) and minute volume of blood flow (258 ml/100 cm3). The figure below
shows the result of the blood filling measure in the vertical (head-up) and reversed
vertical positions for apical, medial, and basal pulmonary sections. The volume
measurements showed similar trends. The authors concluded that the gradient of
blood flow in the lungs is determined primarily by gravity and exists in all body
positions; however, the apical regions of the lungs have lower blood filling than the
basal regions, regardless of body position.
positional
hemodynamics
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Musculoskeletal System
The effects of spacef light on the musculoskeletal system of animals received a great
deal of attention. Gazenko, ll'in et al. (1980) summarized the results of investigations
on rats flown aboard Cosmos 782 and 936 (19.5- and 18.5-day flights, respectively).
During the latter flight, 10 of the animals were confined on centrifuges and subjected
to artificial gravity (1 G) in order to assess its prophylactic or preventive value, while
20 rats experienced weightlessness. Meanwhile, control subjects on the ground were
held in a mock-up of the biosatellite that reproduced all onboard conditions except
weightlessness. Vivarium animals also served as controls.
Distinct musculoskeletal changes were found in the weightless group. Muscular
atrophy was observed, particularly in muscle groups of the hindlimbs. Decreased
ATPase activity of myocardial myosin was also evident. The centrifuged rats, however,
exhibited less pronounced catabolism.
Skeletal changes in flight animals included osteoporosis, decreased density and
mineralization, and a 30% decrease in mechanical bending strength. The exceptions
were the rats exposed to artificial gravity, who showed no alterations in calcium and
phosphorus content of the long bones. By contrast, however, in an earlier study of
tortoises exposed to flights of 19, 22, 60, or 90 days (Stupakov et al., 1979), no
osteoporosis was found in the compact tissue of any of the 10 experimental animals
examined. Decreased density and mineralization were noted; and osteoporosis and the
resultant decrease in strength were seen in the spongy bone of tortoises exposed to the
60- and 90-day flights. '
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Histological studies of thyroid calcitonin-secreting cells of rats flown onboard
Cosmos 605 (22 days), Cosmos 782 (19.5 days) and Cosmos 936 (18.5 days) permitted
the determination of morphological changes produced by spaceflight conditions
(Plakhuta-Plakutina, 1980). Thyroids from these rats had fewer and smaller C-cells
than the thyroids of control animals, suggesting a decrease in calcitonin secretion.
Other physical alterations included decreased follicular epithelial height, consolidation
of colloid, and an absence of resorption vacuoles, all of which support the postulate of
reduced activity. Renewed thyroid activity postflight was suggested by histological
measurements of these parameters in thyroids of rats sacrificed 2 days postflight. No
aberrations were noted 25 to 27 days after the flights. Significantly, the thyroids of
rats exposed to artificial gravity onboard Cosmos 936 did not differ from vivarium
controls, clearly demonstrating that weightlessness is the primary factor associated
with these thyroid changes.
The Soviet researchers hypothesized that weightlessness causes transiently
decreased thyroid calcitonin-cell activity. The result is a lowered level of calcitoriin and
the release of calcium from bone tissue.
calcitonin secretion
conclusions
Metabolism
Soviet researchers have been paying more attention to the molecular mechanisms
involved in physiological changes induced by spaceflight conditions. Rats that were
flown aboard the three most recent biosatellites, Cosmos 782, 936, and 1129, were
analyzed for metabolic, hormonal, and enzymatic responses (Makho et al., 1980;
Tigranyan & Vetrova, 1980).
Hepatic enzyme activity and related metabolism were investigated in rats flown on
Cosmos 782 (19.5 days) and Cosmos 1129 (19 days). Enzyme assays were performed
6-10 hrs or 26 days postflight. Those assays done shortly after landing showed de-
creased in malate dehydrogenase, isocitrate dehydrogenase, and glucose-6-phosphatase
in both flight animals and a control group housed in a ground-based mock-up of
Cosmos 1129. Slight increases in fructose diphosphatase and phosphoenolpyruvate
activities were measured; large increases of tyrosine aminbtransferase and tryptophan
pyrolase activities were also found in both sets of animals. The shifts in enzyme levels
suggested that spaceflight conditions had induced intensification of gluconeogenesis,
with subsequent storage of the glucose in the form of glycogen. These alterations had
returned to baseline levels within 26 days after landing. The researchers concluded that
stress induced by hypokinesia, rather than exposure to weightlessness, had produced
these changes.
The adaptive changes to weightlessness in the hypothalamic-hypophyseal-adrenal
system and lymph organs of rats flown aboard Cosmos 782 and Cosmos 936 were
investigated by Gazenko, Genin et al. (1980). Increased activity in the neurosecretory
processes of the hypothalamus was noted, although there were no changes in cate-
cholamine levels or their regulators. Involution of lymph organs was also observed:
mass breakdown of lymphocytes, atrophy of follicles and light centers in the spleen
molecular
mechanisms
enzyme activity
hypothalamus and
lymph organs
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hypophyseal
function
-and lymph nodes, and a drop in thymus and spleen RNA content and DMA synthesis
were documented. The degree of atrophy corresponded directly to the degree of a
muscle's participation in antigravity support on Earth.
, Morphological studies of the posterior pituitary of rats flown onboard the Cosmos
936. biosatellite were also reported (Savina & Alekseyev, 1980). The functional state of
the;lobe was evaluated on the basis of serial secretions, measurement of neurosecretory
corpuscles, determination of the distribution of neurosecretory substance in fibers, and
density of neurosecretory substance as related to pituicytes and blood vessels. The
authors concluded that neurohormonal secretions diminished in supraoptic and
paraventricular hypothalamic nuclei, and there was temporary impairment of vaso-
pressin and oxytocin excretion from neurosecretory fiber endings during the early
postflight. Rats exposed to artificial gravity demonstrated less pronounced changes in
posterior hypophyseal function.
Simulated gravity conditions onboard Cosmos 936 allowed scientists to examine
weightlessness as a separate factor influencing animal metabolism (I Tin et al., 1980;
Gurovskii et al., 1980). Rat kidneys from animals exposed to 0 G or artificial gravity
during the 18.5 day flight were analyzed by microdissection. Water and potassium
load tests and electrolytic analyses of various portions of the organ revealed more
pronounced changes in the kidneys of rats exposed to weightlessness. The changes
included increased sodium excretion during water loading and increased potassium
excretion during potassium loading. Electrolytic analyses led to the determination that
wet cortical and medullary tissues of both groups possessed decreased potassium levels,
apparently due to increased tissue hydration. Neither group exhibited renal structure
abnormalities.
Overall, rats exposed to artificial gravity during the flight did not exhibit the
disturbances in gas exchange, electrolyte metabolism, postural equilibrium, muscular
conclusions atrophy, bone degeneration, increased sarcoplasmic protein content, or decreased
myocardial myosin ATPase activity that were seen in animals subjected to the
weightless satellite environment.
Neurophysiology
Rats that had been flown on Cosmos 782 biosatellite were found to have impaired
food-procuring skill compared to their preflight ability (Livshits et al., 1980). Tested
2 to 12 days postflight, the rats demonstrated increased erroneous movements, more
behavioral * failures in negotiating a maze, and greater maze travel time. Diminished muscle
decrements strength was poorly correlated with the rats' behavior; reduced hunger stimulation was
also discounted. The researchers proposed that changes in the central nervous system
resulting from prolonged reduction of sensory impulses inflight were the primary cause
for this loss of learned behavior.
electrolyte
metabolism
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The postflight neurochemical characteristics of male Wistar rats flown aboard
Cosmos 936 were briefly reported by Gazenko and associates (1979). Results of a
biochemical study of samples of the cerebellar tissue, as well as the frontal, temporal,
and occipital areas of the cerebral cortex, were presented. It appeared to the scientists
that the observed neurochemical changes in a weightless environment were a mani-
festation of passive inhibition of cerebral cortex activity from lack of stimulation.
They discounted stress as a cause. Twenty-five days after the flight, the alterations had
disappeared.
The vestibular system of rats flown aboard Cosmos 936 was also examined (Shipov
& Ovechkin, 1980). Nystagmic reactions of the animals were tested in response to a
series of increasing angular accelerations 2 wks before launch and again 2, 7, 12, 15,
and 23 days after the flight. There were no reliable differences between the nystagmic
responses of animals exposed to weightlessness and the responses of vivarium or
synchronous control animals (rats exposed to the same habitats and accelerative forces
as flight animals) in any of the preflight or postflight tests. However, the flight control
animals that had been maintained in an artificial-gravity centrifuge inside the
biosatellite showed very different nystagmic reactions after landing. This group
demonstrated a temporary postflight increase in latency of onset of nystagmus after
rotation, indicating a decrease in sensitivity of the semicircular canals to angular
acceleration. The authors pointed out that a similar decrease in sensitivity after pro-
longed rotation is observed in ground-based experiments.
neurochemistry
nystagmus
Radiation Effects and Protection
The danger presented by weightlessness and other factors in spaceflight is still
unclear. Prokhonchukov and associates (1979) examined the effects of ionizing
radiation during spaceflight on the calcium and phosphorus content of bone in rats
flown aboard Cosmos 690 in order to define the cause of any observed changes.
A group of animals was irradiated for 24 hrs with an 800 rad dose of ionizing
radiation using a source within the satellite. Another group of rats onboard the Cosmos
spacecraft was not irradiated. Ground-based controls included vivarium animals and
synchronous experimental animals with and without radiation treatment.
Bone ash was prepared 2 or 26 days postflight and analyzed for mineral content. A
decrease of 3-10% in total ash content of bones of rats subjected to 0 G was observed.
Furthermore, a redistribution of calcium and phosphorus was seen in all animals that
had flown. However, only those rats subjected to ionizing radiation showed an actual
decrease in phosphorus content (up to 29% less than the controls). The phosphorus
levels were found to remain significantly depressed in calcified tissue even after 26 days
on Earth.
Ionizing radiation during spaceflight did not appear to affect calcium metabolism
to any extent. After a readaptation period, calcium levels were equal in experimental
and control animals.
ionizing radiation
approach
phosphorus
calcium
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Plant Research
Although it is not as widely publicized as other facets of their space program, the
Soviets have been actively studying plant development and growth under spaceflight
purpose conditions. Their goal of complete self-sufficiency within a closed life support system
in space hinges on plants for oxygen, food, and psychological support (Vasil'yev,
1979).
Experiments with higher plants were first conducted aboard Salyut 4. Peas, onions,
wheat, carrots, beets, and cabbage were taken on the flights. In all cases, the seeds
research focus sprouted, the plants grew for about 2 wks, and then died. Since that time, research has
been aimed more at the effect of spaceflight conditions upon plants within definite
periods of the life cycles.
Seeds have been taken into space aboard spacecraft in order to determine the
effects, if any, upon subsequent germination and growth on Earth (Nuzhdin &
Dozortseva, 1980; Kordium, Mashinskii et al., 1978). These experiments produced
meristem cells mixed results. Barley seeds were taken into space aboard Soyuz 5 and 9. A cytological
study of the mitoses in root meristem cells revealed that spaceflight factors induced
about 3% aberrent cells, compared to controls. Seeds exposed to radiation in addition
to spaceflight factors were found to have 6% aberrent cells in the meristematic tissue.
Gametophyte formation of Muscari racemosum and Anethum graveolens (dill) was
followed after seeds of these two plants were exposed to space conditions aboard
Soyuz 20 during its 90-day flight. As the reproductive structures grew, they were
compared microscopically with plants that had not been subjected to spaceflight
conditions. The male gametophyte of M. racemosum seeds exposed to flight grew
much faster than the controls; dill plants, however, showed a decrease in both
germination rate and percentage of shoot formation after spaceflight. Nevertheless, the
actual development of A. graveolens appeared unaffected: number of buds and leaves,
and characteristics of sporogenesis and gametogenesis, fruiting, embryogenesis, and
endosperm development were essentially identical between experimental and control
plants.
The growth of plant cultures in weightlessness has also been studied, without
demonstrating any substantial differences (Sidorenko & Mashinskii, 1978; Kordium,
Mashinskii, Shepelev et al., 1980). Cultures of Haplopappus gracilis were grown on
solid agar aboard Soyuz 22 for 9 days. Subsequent growth, reproduction, and structure
and function of tissue changes were compared with plants grown on Earth. Optical and
tissue changes electron-microscopic analyses showed that tissue growth was slower than in controls,
with some tissue disruption, probably from inflight vibrations. No other differences
were noted between experimental and control cultures' growth, formation of repro-
ductive cells, mitotic frequency, nuclear size, or population karyotypes, in plants
grown at 18°. Controls grown at 26° did exhibit an increase in biomass over experi-
mental plants.
gametophyte
formation
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Chlorella pyrenoidosa cultures were analyzed with electron microscopy after
5 days of growth in the dark on semiliquid medium aboard the Soyuz 22-Salyut 6
orbital research station. No discernible ultrastructural reorganization within the cells
was seen after the 5-day flight The liquid culture medium probably afforded the
unicellular alga some protection from tissue disruption by inflight vibration, as was
seen in the Haplopappus cultures.
Other experiments involving subjection of plant tissue to spaceflight conditions
included the effects of spacef light on the emergence of duckweed (Spirodela polyrhiza)
turions (Kutlakhmedov et al., 1978) and the development of Polysporus brumalis
(Kasatkinaetal., 1980).
Dormant duckweed turions were placed in growth chambers onboard Soyuz 12 and
13 and Cosmos 656; during flight they were activated by kinetin, a growth factor.
After landing, growth was monitored by the uptake of tritiated thymidine and by
fascicle growth. Inhibition of early meristematic growth was noted, as was an irregular
suppression of the function of the first daughter fascicle. Later growth was similar to
controls, suggesting that the early stages of duckweed growth are indeed sensitive to
spacef light factors, and provide a useful model.
The development of fungal cultures in both light and dark was assayed on Salyut 5
(17 days) and Salyut 6 (20 days). Test tube cultures of Polysporus brumalis in the
fruiting body primordia stage were exposed to 0 G aboard the Salyut 5. Mycelial
cultures of the same fungus were exposed on Salyut 6. In the former experiment,
fruiting bodies that formed in light had stems and caps that approached those of the
control cultures in appearance and anatomical structure, although some structural
changes in the hymenophore were seen. Fruiting bodies that developed in the dark
had twisted stems and no caps. In the second experiment, the mycelial cultures that
were flown onboard Salyut 6 produced fruiting bodies in the light but not in the dark.
Onboard the most recent biosatellite, Cosmos 1129, part of one experiment (Soviet
Health Ministry, 1980) involved a study of the development of plant tumors. The
condition of the tumor, accumulation of dry mass, tissue respiration, and permeability
of cell membranes were examined. Another experiment onboard Cosmos 1129 investi-
gated the effects of space radiation on lettuce seeds. Ionizing radiation from space
caused a 2- to 2.5-fold increase in chromosomal aberrations in the seeds. The most
sensitive region was the rapidly growing root meristem.
cellular structure
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Microbiology
Another part of the planned closed life support system relies on microorganisms
for recycling wastes (Smirnov, 1980). Proteus vulgaris has been the bacterium of
choice in the past few years for studying the effects of spaceflight on growth and
ultrastructure.
waste treatment
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After growing under anaerobic conditions in a growth chamber, P. vulgaris cells
inoculated onto growth medium in space were found to exhibit poor growth relative to
ground-based laboratory and transported controls (Kordium, Polivoda et al., 1978).
The experimental cultures had fewer and smaller cells that were less responsive to
feedback from metabolic products. Electron microscopy revealed cell types I, III, IV,
and VI, which are characterized by differing amounts of formazan deposits, fibrillar-
granular formations, and membrane structures (Bochagova et ai., 1978). Other cell
types were also seen, lacking formazan deposits but showing a great deal of internal
lysis. Later experiments involved culturing P. vulgaris during spaceflight in poly-
ethylene packets in a semisolid medium with Tryptose (Kordium, Mashinskii, Man'ko
et al., 1980). Although the packets presented suboptimal growth conditions, growth
and morphological characteristics of flight and ground control cultures were nearly
identical. Variations were detected in cellular ultrastructure, however.
In an attempt to explain the poor bacterial growth in space, Babskii and colleagues
(1978) examined the effects of spaceflight on the culture medium used to support
growth. The nutrient agar medium was analyzed for viscosity and sedimentation
characteristics after being flown on Soyuz 20 for 3 mos. The researchers found that
two factors, the transport of the medium to the launch site and subsequent spaceflight
conditions, substantially reduced the mechanical strength of the agar, resulting in a
decrease in its ability to support bacterial growth and mobility.
Life Sciences Technology
rheographic monitor
Bioinstru mentation
Salyut 6 'n a continuing effort to monitor physiological changes during spaceflight, the
Soviets have developed, installed, and tested new measuring devices onboard Salyut 6.
Fluid shifts in response to weightlessness have been recorded with the Reograf-2, a
spacecraft rheographic monitor. Rheograms of the torso, forearm, and shin, as well as
rheoencephalograms of the right and left brain hemispheres have been obtained from
crews visiting the Salyut 6 orbital space station. These data confirm the redistribution
of blood in zero gravity, while making it evident that there are markedly different
individual responses (Kas'yan & Turchaninova, 1980). In particular, blood flow and
cardiac output during the weightless condition were analyzed. The amount of blood to
the brain was found to increase steadily in the first 2 wks of flight. A concomitant
15-20% reduction of blood to the shin was also measured.
The phenomena of muscle atrophy and loss of body mass have been of continuing
concern to space physiologists. A massmeter has been installed aboard the Salyut 6
station, enabling scientists to obtain regular readings of cosmonauts' mass throughout
massmeter spaceflights (Sarychev et al., 1980). The continual assessment of cosmonauts' weight
allows ground-based not only to analyze weightlessness-induced changes, but to suggest
ameliorating steps (e.g., different diets, exercise) to combat potentially hazardous
losses during the flight.
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Extravehicular Activity1
Cosmonauts continue to perform excursions from the orbital space station. The
Soviets view as a necessity the ability of crewmembers to leave a spacecraft and
function outside. EVA permits the performance of routine inspection and mainte-
nance, the replacement of equipment on the exterior surface of a station, and the
technical and operational servicing of nonpiloted satellites (Khrunov, 1980). It could
also serve as a method of escape, should there be an accident.
The Soyuz 32-Salyut 6 crew undertook one EVA during their 175-day spaceflight.
New semi-rigid, liquid-cooled spacesuits with integrated, self-contained life support
systems were used. During the EVA, physiological parameters including pulse and
respiratory rates and body temperature were recorded, and were all deemed satisfactory
(Barer et al., 1979). Although Lyakhov and Ryumin reported short-term sensations of
local overcooling and overheating, the life support system provided sufficient thermal
conditioning during all phases of the EVA.
purposes
spacesuits
Exobiology
The Venera 11 and 12 missions obtained mass spectrometer measurements of the
atmospheric composition of Venus. A considerable amount of nitrogen (4.5%) was
detected in addition to the main component, carbon dioxide. The isotopic composition
of carbon was found to resemble that of Earth (Istomin etal., 1980). Isotopic charac-
terization of argon, however, revealed an abundance of Ar40 nearly equal to the
combined fractions of the primary isotopes, Ar36 and Ar38.
In an attempt to establish the origin of planetary atmospheres, Izakov (1980)
studied the inert gases in general, comparing the relative abundance of their isotopes.
He concluded that the process of accretion of gas from the protoplanetary nebulae
formed most of the Venutian atmosphere, a large part of Earth's atmosphere, and a
part of the Martian atmosphere.
Another experiment onboard the Venera 11 and 12 probes dealt with the Venus
day-sky spectrum (Moroz, Moshkin et al., 1979). Angular distribution of scattered
radiation brightness within the 4,500 to 12,000 A wavelength was recorded during the
descent of the probes from 65 km to the surface. The spectra showed absorption bands
of carbon dioxide, water, and sulfur. The relative abundance of water to CC>2 was
determined to be 20 ppm; sulfur was on the order of 0.01 ppm in the lowest part of
the atmosphere. The spectra also revealed the lower cloud boundary to be between 47
and 48 km, with about 6% of the solar flux reaching the planet's surface.
An ultraviolet photometer on the Mars 5 orbiter sent back data on the atmospheric
components of Mars, including water vapor and ozone, temperatures, transport
processes, and photochemical processes in the lower and middle atmosphere
(Krasnopolsky et al., 1980). An ozone layer 7 km thick and 35-40 km high was found;
Venutian atmosphere
formation process
spectral analysis
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it was considerably more dense during the day than at night. Two aerosol layers were
also found. The upper layer, 25-40 km high in the morning, rising to 60 km in the
evening, apparently consists of ice particles. The lower one has an upper boundary of
20km.
Based on information sent back from the Viking landers, a number of Soviet
scientists believe that their U.S. counterparts are in error in stating that there is no life
as we know it on Mars (Imshenetskiy & Murzakov, 1979). Their premise is that there
could be hydrated iron oxides of the limonite type and frozen hydrogen peroxide on
possibility of life? the planet. Although hydrogen peroxide has strong biocidal effects on microorganisms,
it also promotes the extraction of organic nutrients that could be consumed by
surviving life. Another possibility, not contradictory, is that microorganisms have
evolved with the ability to produce high levels of catalase, an enzyme that splits
hydrogen peroxide.
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GROUND-BASED RESEARCH
Space Medicine and Physiology
Hypokinesia
The most convenient and widely used method for reproducing the real effects of
weightlessness has been the bedrest regimen at different angles (Genin, 1977). Subjects'
reactions to prolonged bedrest closely resemble actual weightlessness effects: there are
usually decreases in the volume of circulating blood, decreases in orthostatic stability,
decalcif ication of bone tissue, and muscle atrophy. Bedrest does not, however, simulate
the effects of complete blood redistribution, vestibular autonomic disorders, or the
subjective feeling of being "weightless."
Soviet and American scientists have been working cooperatively to standardize
experimental procedures and measurements used in ground-based studies on the effects
of weightlessness. At the 9th conference of the Joint Soviet-American Committee on
Space Biology and Medicine in Leningrad (October 1978), a bedrest protocol was
defined. The Soviet component of the protocol was conducted in May and June of
1979. Goals included the comparison of two weightlessness models, horizontal bedrest
and antiorthostatic bedrest (-6° head-down tilt). The general conclusion from this
study was that physiological alterations accompanying both forms of bedrest are
statistically very similar. The head-down position continues to be favored by the
Soviets, however, because it more adequately reproduces the clinical symptoms of
weightlessness, including the rush of blood and heaviness in the head, nasal congestion
and impeded nose breathing, and swelling of the face.
Cardiovascular deconditioning in weightlessness continues to be the subject of
ground-based experiments. Turbasov (1980) used -4° antiorthostatic hypokinesia for
6 mos to study cardiac bioelectrical activity. He determined that heart rate remains
relatively unaltered during the hypodynamic period, although an appreciable increase
in heart rate was seen during the recovery period. Observed increases in atrioventricular
conductance and QRS complex amplitude and a decrease in the T-wave amplitude were
characteristic of the deconditioning.
The Soviets are currently placing greater emphasis upon prophylactic and pre-
ventive measures. Assessment of cardiovascular parameters throughout a period of
hypokinesia coupled with exposure to rotation on a short-arm centrifuge demonstrated
that centrifugation can be an effective countermeasure to deconditioning (Vil'-Vil'yams
& Shul'zhenko, 1980b; 1980c). An increasing number of studies show that exercise
significantly reduces the effects of hypokinesia on the cardiovascular system
(Katkovskiy & Buzulina, 1980; Kakurin et al., 1980). However, Gazenko and his
coworkers (Gazenko, Shumakov et al., 1980) found that subjects performing moderate
arm exercise after cardiac habituation to a -30° head-down tilt exhibited increased
systolic pressure in the left ventricle and femoral artery. Additionally, acidosis with
hyperventilation developed in the arterial blood. The researchers concluded that the
usefulness of bedrest
bedrest protocol
cardiovascular
deconditioning
preventive measures
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erythrocyte changes
exercise
head-down position, by displacing blood into the intrathoracic area, imposes increased
requirements on the heart, even at low workloads. This observation deserves attention
when exercise regimes are being prescribed for spacecrews.
The effects of 6 mos of -4° antiorthostatic hypokinesia with or without exercise on
aspects of vascular system function were also investigated (Burkovskaya et al., 1980).
biood volume Blood volume was found to have declined by the end of the 2nd month—a loss which
could be explained by measured decreases in plasma volume and erythrocyte mass.
After 4 mos, most subjects did not demonstrate further blood volume decreases.
Erythrocyte life spans were found to be shortened. Although this effect persisted
through the 6th month, no anemia developed. By the end of the 2nd experimental
month, when bloodj^olume leveled off, both bone marrow production of erythrocytes
and the rate of differentiation of erythroid elements had increased. This appeared to be
an adaptive response to the shift of fluids.
Some subjects in this study underwent exercise programs during the antiorthostatic
period. These people did not exhibit any major differences in vascular reactions from
those who did not exercise. By contrast, in a study by Chernuth et al. (1979), physical
exercise was found to prevent marked changes in the microcirculation of the hands
after 6 mos of strict bedrest. Microcirculation in areas not affected by exercise, such as
the sclera and feet, was notably altered.
Avetikyan and Zingerman (1979) used rheography to follow vascular tone during
head-down antiorthostatic positioning. Untrained volunteers subjected to 20 min in a
horizontal position, 20 min in a -45° antiorthostatic position, then 20 min more in a
vascular tone horizontal position exhibited increased cerebral artery, tone and decreased leg artery
tone during the head-down period. When the horizontal position was resumed, vascular
tone returned to normal. After the subjects became "trained" with the antiorthostatic
position, changes in vascular tone during the test protocol were similar but smaller.
The virtually unaddressed response of blood clotting ability to hypokinesia was
examined in a 7-wk study (Drupina et al., 1979). Volunteers were confined to bed with
an incline of -4°; some were involved in a physical exercise program. Hypercoagulation
symptoms were evident by the 12th day of hypokinesia and persisted for 2 wks after
bedrest was terminated. No significant differences were observed between those who
coagulation exercised and those who did not, except for a trend toward reduction of fibrinogen
content in the former group. The authors proposed that some of the findings were due
to the normal decrease in plasma volume and to stress from muscular inertness. Never-
theless, the hypercoagulation that appears to occur with bedrest (and possibly
spaceflight) might present a risk of developing cardiovascular disease and/or
thrombotic complications.
Immunoglobulin redistribution was detected in subjects undergoing 5-day head-
down bedrest (Mukhina et al., 1980). IgA was found in decreased concentrations in
immunoglobins blood flowing from the brain and lower extremities; IgG amounts declined in blood
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water-salt
metabolism
draining from the liver and lower extremities. IgM showed no changes in organic
distribution. It was hypothesized that the brain sequesters IgA during immobilization,
while the liver and lower limbs accumulate IgG.
The effect of prolonged head-down bedrest (-4°) on external respiration and
acid-base balance was analyzed in two studies lasting 49 and 182 days (Golikov et al.,
1980). Both groups of subjects demonstrated decreased respiration rate, lung
ventilation, and oxygen consumption, with relative increases in exhalation time. respiration
Decreases in the partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide were observed;
increased oxygen and carbon dioxide arterio-alveolar differences were also noted.
These changes suggest shifts in the ventilation-perfusion ratio of the lungs and possible
disturbances in central respiratory regulation.
The reactions of water-salt metabolism and the kidneys to prolonged hypokinesia
were also experimentally tested (Natochin, 1977). Subjects underwent bedrest for 5 to
182 days at various angles. Kidney functioning remained unaltered. However, the
antiorthostatic position quickened hemodynamic shifts, causing greater elimination
of water and salt. This shift in blood electrolyte composition resulted in slight hypo-
kalemia and hypocalcemia.
A similar investigation of fluid-electrolyte metabolism was conducted using the
water immersion model (Shul'zhenko, Grigor'ev et al., 1980; Shul'zhenko, Tigranian
et al., 1980). During a 3-day study, increased fluid and electrolyte excretion was
monitored, especially on the first day. This excretory response was attributed to a
homeostatic mechanism designed to recover intravascular fluid; i.e., accumulation of
blood in the intrathoracic area triggered receptors that respond to excess fluid. The
body's reaction is diuresis to reattain "normal" intrathoracic fluid levels.
Several of the subjects were also exposed to low-magnitude acceleration during
immersion. This challenge was found to mitigate the increase in excretion, somewhat
normalizing fluid-electrolyte metabolism.
Investigation is continuing on ways to prevent or lessen the amount of muscular
degeneration that accompanies hypokinesia and spaceflight. Exercise has been found to
be the most effective regimen tested for combatting some of the more severe atrophic
processes (Tishler et al., 1980). Other methods examined, including lower body muscle atrophy
negative pressure, salt supplements, and pharmacological preparations (e.g., ephedrine,
strychnine), provided no enhancement of neuromuscular activity, even in conjunction
with physical exertion.
The electroencephalograms of people subjected to long-term simulated weight-
lessness have been examined for resultant alterations or aberrations. The hypokinetic
effect on sleep patterns was analyzed by Rotenberg and associates (1980) using not sleep patterns
only EEGs but also electrocardiograms, electromyograms, and electrooculograms. No
fundamental changes were discerned.
water immersion
immersion plus
acceleration
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By contrast, Krupina and coworkers (1980) examined waking EEC activity of
volunteers exposed to 6 mo§ of antiorthostatic hypokinesia (-4°), some of whom
were subjected to countermeasures (e.g., exercise, water-salt additives). Brain wave
waking EEGs alterations were noted in all, especially those not undergoing prophylactic regimens.
These changes included decreases in alpha amplitude and frequency, and altered EEG
activity during flickering lights and hyperventilation. Experimentally induced fatigue
and a lack of external stimulation were postulated as the primary causes of the
alterations noted.
effects of LBNP
sensory
improvements
Lower Body Negative Pressure
The possibility that lower body negative pressure (LBNP) can be used to prevent
hemodynamic disorders in weightlessness is a prime reason for the study of the
physiological responses it evokes. Humans subjected to LBNP present a decrease in
blood volume shift to thoracic organs and, to a lesser extent, the head. This effect
has been accurately measured with rheography (Yarullin, Benevolenskaya et al., 1980).
Such fluid redistribution led Bokhov and colleagues (1980) to question whether
LBNP could lessen or compensate for the sensory changes that subjects experience
when exposed to antiorthostatic positions. Volunteers were evaluated with a visual
tracking test and subjective assessment of spatial orientation with eyes closed. When
LBNP was applied to people in a horizontal or head-down position, fewer tracking
errors were made. Illusions of a head-down position while the subject was horizontal
and had eyes closed were common, with or without LBNP, although negative pressure
did lessen the frequency of such errors in orientation. The stimulation of mechano-
receptors in the lower body was thought to facilitate more accurate evaluation of
spatial orientation.
effects of exercise
oxygen consumption
Exercise
Concern about the prevention of hypodynamia in sedentary occupations has led
to experiments on the effects of various forms of muscular exertion on the human
body (Kovalik, 1979; Vasil'yeva et al., 1979). Isometrics, bicycling, and running
produced a general improvement in the physical condition and aerobic potential of the
volunteers. Specifically, heart rate and blood pressure decreased while lung capacity
increased.
Two studies documented oxygen consumption during exercise stress tests.
Navakatikyan and colleagues (1979) presented data indicating that females develop
more stress reactions than males when tested with equivalent physical loads, leading
them to suggest women not be permitted to perform the very heavy work. Glezer
and associates (1979) considered the effects of age, body build, and sex on oxygen
consumption under a variety of conditions, including physical load. Their results
showed that younger people with more muscular development have greater oxygen
consumption, regardless of sex.
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Acceleration
The use of acceleration in Soviet research has been to understand the physiological
challenge it presents to the human body in a spacecraft. Its effect on psychomotor
skills was studied in 1980 by Barer and associates. Subjects were asked to track a
moving marker light on a screen while being rotated in a centrifuge. Following exposure
to various acceleration levels for 40 sec at angles of 23° or 35° to the body's longi-
tudinal axis, increased errors in tracking were noted and visual disorders were reported.
Interestingly, an increase in the angle of tilt of the seat during acceleration resulted
in fewer tracking errors and visual dysfunctions, possibly by providing improved
circulation to the brain during the challenge.
Centrifugation has been used as a countermeasure against cardiovascular de-
conditioning. Although the cardiovascular changes are not prevented, intermittent
centrifugation during simulated weightlessness does appear to lessen the extent of the
deconditioning (Vil'-Vil'yams& Shulzhenko, 1980a).
Vibration
Vibrations are sometimes used by Soviet scientists as a diagnostic tool. Gershuni
et al. (1980) used ultrasound of frequencies higher than 225 kHz as a probe of the otic
labyrinth. When a subject perceived an auditory sensation, the dependence of threshold
intensity on the duration of the stimulus could be determined. Data obtained in this
manner indicated that ultrasound induces stimulation of spinal ganglion dendrites, not
the hair cells of the labyrinth.
The physiological consequences of low-frequency vibrational energies were the
subject of a number of investigations. Oceangoing vessels typically produce low-
frequency vibrations. Examinations of sailors and fishermen established partial hearing
loss in 43.7% of those tested. The extent of loss was directly dependent on the
subject's age and length of time of exposure (Menyakin & Poperetskaya, 1980).
Another experiment tested human response to low-frequency acoustical energy in the
laboratory (Karpova et al., 1979). When first exposed, the subjects reported stress,
unpleasant auditory sensations, and mild fatigue; others complained of confusion and
mild depression, headaches, and dizziness.
Radiation
Radiation research in the Soviet Union was directed toward assessment of risks
associated with exposure to radiation in different forms and dosages. For example,
Totseva and coworkers (1980) examined the incidence of various forms of chromo-
some damage in the DNA of human lymphocyte cultures. Exposure of the cultures to
various doses of proton and X-ray radiation demonstrated that one-break, acentric
fragments increased linearly with dosage; double breaks were observed to increase
exponentially. Radiations with high linear energy transfer yields increased the
incidence of paired fragments while dicentrics and ring chromosomes decreased. The
overall yield of chromosomal aberrations was highly correlated with the dose of
radiation delivered, suggesting that lymphocyte cultures could be used as a means of
estimating the risk of radiation damage from a source.
psychomotor effects
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thermal regulation
heat transfer
Extreme Temperature
A number of recent studies in the Soviet Union have addressed thermal regulation.
One such study dealt with women performing industrial work in microclimates having
temperatures of 18-38° and high relative humidity (Machablishvili, 1979). Observations
were made of skin temperature, pulse rate, and subjective thermal sensations. It was
reported that thermoregulatory stress was evident in women at lower air temperatures
and with lighter physical loads than in men (control group). Women were also reported
to accumulate more heat than men, who lost it more rapidly.
A review of a book, Physiological and Hygienic Aspects of High and Low Temper-
atures, was received (Azhayev, 1979). Written for space biology and medicine
specialists, the book deals with various aspects of heat transfer and the body's ways of
regulating temperature and physiological responses.
electromagnetic
fields
Magnetic Fields
Kholodov and Shishlo (1979) discussed the central nervous system's reaction to
electromagnetic fields. They surveyed animals ranging from low to high in terms of the
nervous-system organization. In man, they considered motor activity, learning, and
memory. It was found that people who worked under the influence of strong electro-
magnetic fields possessed poor memory capacity, an effect which increased with
working time. Irritability, impatience, and other indications of stress were observed
after exposures over a certain length of time. After 1 to 3 yrs, disruptions in attention
and memory were detected, as were depression and fatigue. The researchers suggested
that nervous system disorders affecting behavior and personality result from electro-
magnetic exposure.
vestibular studies
equilibrium
Space Motion Sickness
Ground-based experiments have been designed to contribute to a fuller under-
standing of the workings of the vestibular system and its role in the maintenance of
balance, the etiology of motion sickness, and methods of treating or preventing this
illness. Many studies involve patients with diseases of the inner ear or the brain. It is
expected that, by studying pathological conditions and correlating the illness or lesion
involved, the normal mode of function might become clear.
The maintenance of upright body position, for example, has been studied by
disturbing balance and analyzing electromyograms and motion pictures as the subject
restablizes himself (Mamasakhlisov, 1979). The preservation of equilibrium involves
many small body oscillations (Semenov & Rebyakova, 1979) that are reactions to
proprioreceptive, vestibular, and visual cues working in conjunction to maintain the
upright position (Gurfinkef, 1980). Equilibrium is thus preserved as a unified sensory
complex.
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Evaluation of various components of the vestibular system can be made using
reflex responses after vestibular disruption resulting from rotation (Yarotskiy, 1979).
The reflex response permits assessment of the spinal cord's functional role in the
complex. Stimulation of the labyrinth is also frequently used to study the physio-
logical responses such motion invokes (Kapranov, 1979).
Nystagmus, the rhythmic oscillation of the eyeballs, has been found to be a
valuable diagnostic tool. Predictable nystagmic responses to disruption of the vestibular
system have been recorded. Rotation, optokinetic stimulation, and electrical stimu-
lation of the vestibular apparatus are just a few of the ways of eliciting nystagmus
(Khechinashvili et al., 1978a). It has been found that normal nystagmus reactions
measured by frequency are extremely variable; however, the maximum angular velocity
of the slow nystagmus component is much less variable, and is recommended as a
parameter for assessing vestibular condition (Grigorova et al., 1980; Levashov &
Tumakov, 1980).
The results of two experiments suggest that the extinction dynamics of horizontal
nystagmus after vestibular challenge might be useful in predicting an individual's
susceptibility to motion sickness (Sidel'nikov, 1979; Polyakov et al., 1980). When
individuals were rotated at different accelerations or subjected to caloric stimulation of
the labyrinth, a delineation of subjects who were highly susceptible to motion sickness
compared to those who were least susceptible could be made. The rate of nystagmus
attenuation of the stable group was higher than that of the corresponding group. Those
less susceptible also exhibited a lower intensity of nystagmus.
The corresponding illness of seasickness has also been studied. Almost any form of
physical conditioning has been found to reduce vestibular disorders aboard ship
(Yefremenko, 1979; Salanin, 1979). Also suggested has been a diet of vegetable purees
and lean meat for'counteracting inhibited peptic secretory function; diet supplements;
and, as a last resort, pharmacological preparations for seasickness prevention. Drugs
currently in use include scopolamine, novocain, and dramamine. Khinchikashvili
(1979) analyzed the effectiveness of meprobamate, finding that it reduced vestibular
dysfunctions after both chair rotation and caloric stimulation. This corresponded to
the results he and Maksimovich found in experiments with mice (see Space Motion
Sickness, page 21).
reflex
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Circadian Rhythms
Biorhythms of airmen and cosmonauts are receiving a great deal of attention from
the Soviets. The difficulties airmen encounter when flying to different time zones
were the subject of one discussion. Annenko and Pekshev (1979) suggested either
readaptation by the men 3-5 days before flight time, or duty assignments arranged to
fit their prevailing biorhythmic schedule. In a similar vein, Alyakrinskiy (1980) and
Stepanova (1980) urged that the biorhythms of cosmonauts be taken into account
when planning activities in space in order to take advantage of periods of peak
efficiency.
biorhythm
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Sleep-wake patterns are of particular concern to Litsov and coworkers (Litsov,
1979; Litsov & Sarayev, 1980). The sleep parameters, physiological functions, and
performance of volunteers deprived of sleep or on altered schedules were recorded.
Shifts in circadian rhythm were found to cause sleep disruptions, EEC aberrations,
changes in pulse rates, and fatigue for the first week. After the seventh or eighth day,
rhythm shifts to the new schedule were seen.
Psychology Research
The study of stress continues to be a focal point of Soviet psychological research.
The response of aircraft pilots to stress was examined by monitoring carbohydrate
metabolism; specifically, intracellular glycogen concentration and phosphorylase
activity were examined (Pashchenko et al., 1980). These parameters were chosen as
indirect measurements of the adenohypophyseal system, which is involved in the stress
reaction. Peripheral neutrophils were obtained before and after flight. It was expected
that student pilots would experience less stress than experienced pilots. As anticipated,
the students exhibited no glycogen accumulation or increased phosphorylase activity,
while the advanced pilots did show raised levels.
Stress in naval personnel was addressed by Solodkov and Lobzin (1980), who were
concerned with methods of minimizing such challenges. Three categories were defined:
emotional, physiological (from hypodynamia, partial sensory isolation, and perceptual
deprivation due to prolonged cruises), and hyperstimulation of higher nervous activity.
The authors urged careful selection of crews on the basis of compatibility, thereby
facilitating function as a unit.
Cosmonaut training procedures also emphasize the ability to cope with stressful
situations. Training procedures that simulate daily, spaceflight tasks as well as
emergencies give cosmonauts confidence in dealing with the unexpected (Beregovoi et
al., 1979). Familiarity with the equipment and with possible occurrences lowers stress
levels and enhances safety.
A collection of papers entitled Psychological Problems ofSpace'Flights (Samsonov
et al., 1979) examined four areas warranting attention by specialists in space psy-
chology. These areas are: the general characterization of''psychological problems
of spacef light, psychological analysis of cosmonaut activity, questions concerning
cosmonaut training, and man-machine interactions. A dominant theme concerned
improving the effectiveness of cosmonaut work activities inflight. Some suggested
prerequisites include an investigation of the dynamics of psychological functions at
different stages of flight, determination of the characteristics of cosmonaut activity,
and discovery of individual psychological differences. Several articles maintained
that high effectiveness and reliability of cosmonaut activity ,can be achieved by:
(1) developing and using optimal schedules of daily activity for the crews at all stages
of training and execution of the spaceflight; (2) carefully selecting crewmembers for
compatibility; (3) ensuring that cosmonauts can adapt to stressful situations; and
(4) having the craft designed so that the crew can optimally work and rest.
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Pharmacology
The use of pharmacological preparations to attenuate the physiological effects of
spaceflight is a subject of great interest to the Soviet space medicine community.
Shaskov and Sabayev (1980) outlined current drug usage in space, citing the changes use of drugs
the body undergoes in the weightless environment and the role the compounds are
expected to fulfill.
A nervous system stimulant, securinine, was analyzed for its effect on compen-
satory reactions of the cardiovascular system to orthostatic stress (Osadchiy, 1980). It
was determined that securinine is associated with an increased cardiovascular response
to stress, including exaggerated increases in blood pressure and cardiac output. Another
facet of the same study confirmed the intermediate role of skeletal muscle activity in
the cardiovascular response to stress: when skeletal muscles were paralyzed with the
muscle relaxant Lysthenon, compensatory changes in the hemodynamic system were
not observed during orthostatic stress.
A review by Bakay and Neschetnaya (1979) surveyed ototoxic drugs. Antibiotics
cause the greatest damage and therefore received the most attention. The mode of ototoxicity
action (when known) was presented, as were some experimental means of preventing
toxicity from occurring.
cardiovascular stre
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Nutrition
Bychkov and Markaryan (1980) examined long-term ingestion of dehydrated
foods, simulating those expected to be used on a prolonged spaceflight. By monitoring
biochemical parameters throughout the 120-day experiment, they were able to con-
clude that a diet of dehydrated foods provided adequate nourishment for extended
periods of time. Furthermore, dehydrated food stored for 2 yrs and exposed to proton
radiation retained its nutritional value.
dehydrated foods
Crewmember Selection and Training
The medical selection process used to screen cosmonaut candidates is a 3-step
process (Rudnyy et al., 1980). Volunteers between 25 and 45 yrs of age are obtained
from among flight personnel and specialists in professions that include engineering and
medicine. The physical selection procedure starts with the collection of background
information and a cursory examination. The volunteers admitted to stage 2 of the
process are then thoroughly examined in a hospital setting. Further screening occurs in
stage 3 while the candidates train. The advancement of candidates from one stage to
the next is decided by a commission of examining physicians and confirmed by the
Chief Medical Commission of the USSR.
At present, all members of the cosmonauts corps are male (Shatalov & Vasil'yev,
1980); no females are currently in training. With the prospect of longer missions, the
inclusion of women in the crews is viewed as an important morale factor.
medical selection
female cosmonau
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improved facilities
The training center itself is slated for improvement. A Soviet press report stated
that the Center for Cosmonaut Training imeni Gagarin, in Star City, is being upgraded
with newer training planes and laboratory facilities. Additions will include a large tank
that can hold an entire Salyut orbiting station, a new 18 m arm centrifuge, and a
complex of pressure chambers.
modeling
uses of simulation
Simulation Studies
The Soviets make use of mathematical modeling to predict many physiological
situations during spaceflights. Verigo (1980) defined 3 types of models used. The first
uses past flight information in conjunction with ground-based test results. The second
type uses forecasting algorithms from time series extrapolations, such as predicting
pulse rates from regression equations. The third type of model involves computer
simulation of physiological changes in weightlessness.
Mathematical simulation has been used to analyze, for example, the response of the
human cardiovascular system during clinostasis and orthostasis (Palets & Grigoryan,
1980), mechanisms of adaptive control over motor systems in animals and humans
(Penev & Tairov, 1979), and bipedal walking under conditions of weightlessness
(Beletskii & Konikova, 1979). The advantage of simulation is the ability to predict
possible outcomes in the actual situation.
Space Biology
immobilization
studies
chronic and
acute stress
Hypokinesia
As in the research on humans, described earlier, hypokinesia—or immobilization of
the body—provides a good model for studying the physiological effects of weight-
lessness on the mammals in general. Reflecting the Soviets' concern for the less obvious
effects of spacef light-induced stress on the body, many experiments have focused on
the stress of immobilization on rats and on its physiological consequences.
It has been proposed that in space two types of stress come into play: chronic and
acute. Chronic stress is simulated through the long-term confinement of rats in small
cages, mimicing the stress of the weightless environment. Acute stress is experimentally
induced by stringent, short-term immobilization; this simulates the gravitational
extremes encountered upon launch and reentry (Kaplanskiy & Durnova, 1980). Simu-
lated weightlessness alone was found to result in decreased thymus weight, increased
blood volume—especially to the liver (Kovalev et al., 1980), decreased bodily
resistance, increased catecholamine synthesis but decreased epinephrine and
norepinephrine synthesis in the adrenals (Matlina et al., 1974), and increased
gluconeogenesis (Panin et al., 1979; Ryl'nikov, 1980). When a form of acute stress was
added to the chronic stress, it was found that the spleen undergoes a reduction in
weight and the lymph organs in general are much more damaged than with chronic
stress only.
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The reaction to chronic hypokinetic stress was analyzed by Chernov (1980) and
Kirichek (1980). A 3-phase stress reaction was observed that included periods of
increased motor activity (10 days), adaptation (15-30 days), and loss of adaptive
potential (greater than 2 mos). Other responses of rats to hypokinesia include increased
thyroid activity for the first 15 days of immobilization (Bekishev, 1978), and phase
changes of various enzymes throughout the hypokinetic period (Medkova etal., 1980;
Abdusattarov, 1980). It is notable that the results of nystagmic measurements
following angular acceleration of immobilized rats were unlike the reactions seen in
any animals exposed to weightlessness aboard the biosatellites. It would therefore seem
that hypokinesia may not be an appropriate model of weightlessness for studying the
vestibular apparatus of rats.
stress reactions
Space Motion Sickness
To better understand the phenomenon of space motion sickness, the Soviets are
investigating the workings of the vestibular apparatus. Cats are the favored organisms
for these experiments because of the size of the organs studied and their physiological
similarity to those of humans.
Panchin (1978) and Gayday (1979) studied aspects of vestibular innervation. The
tilting of decerebrate cats in the frontal plane was found to elicit spiking activity in 39
of the 51 vestibulo-spinal neurons examined in the Deiter's nucleus. Maximum activity
in response to ipsilateral tilting was shown in 28 of the 39 neurons; the other 11 were
mainly stimulated by tilt toward the contralateral side, suggesting differing neuronal
responses to vestibular receptors. Activation of motor neurons in the cervical spinal
cord was investigated by electrical stimulation of the medial longitudinal fasciculus,
Deiter's vestibular nucleus, and the red nucleus. The bioelectrical activity that resulted
in the spinal cord following stimulation of the three nerve centers demonstrated that
interaction of stimuli occurs before activation of the motor neurons.
The effect of unilateral stimulation of the vestibular apparatus on the bioelectrical
activity of cat flexor and extensor limb muscles during cold shivering was the focus of
Kuz'mina's research (1979; 1980). In the first study, the unilateral destruction of a
labyrinth resulted in bilateral facilitation of cold shivering in the flexor extremities,
especially on the ipsilateral side; extensor muscle activity was absent, regardless of the
labyrinth condition. The destruction of the labyrinth apparently removed efferent
inhibition from the vestibular apparatus.
The second study involved stimulation of a labyrinth with caloric or electrical
stimuli and its effect on warmed and cooled animals. Warmed animals exhibited no
bioelectrical activity, while flexor activity in the muscles of cooled cats was pro-
portional to the reduction in temperature. During caloric stimulation, flexor muscle
bioelectrical activity was bilaterally suppressed. Cessation of bioelectrical activity in
the ipsi- and contralateral muscles was not simultaneous: usually, the ipsilateral side
quenched first, within 2-5 sec after the vestibular stimulus was applied. "Escape"
from the stimulation (resumption of bioelectrical pulsation) was sometimes seen in the
use of cats
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semicircular canal
tranquilizers
sartorius, but only rarely in the biceps. Electrical stimulation produced the same
bioelectrical activity, except that no escape was seen. The experiment demonstrated
that the effects of the vestibular apparatus on spinal activity are manifested as tonic
stimulation of motoneurons connected to the antigravity musculature.
•j
The response of the primary afferents of the lateral semicircular canal to direct
vibration of the labyrinthine wall of frogs was also studied (Orlov, 1880). A glass rod
embedded in a resonator enabled frequencies of subsonic and low sonic ranges to be
applied to the canal. By obtaining frequency-amplitude characteristics and constructing
poststimulus histograms, the responses of the primary afferents were evaluated. The
primary afferents of the frog fell into three groups, based on response to frequency
characteristics. The first and most numerous group consisted of wide-range units,
responding to frequencies from 0.05 Hz to 60-180 Hz. The second group encompassed
high-frequency units; vibration responses started only as low as 20-40 Hz, and went to
the 100-150 Hz range. The third and smallest group contained the low-frequency units
that react to stimulation in the 0.05-20 Hz frequency range.
Maksimovich and Khinchikashvili (1979) tested the effectiveness of tranquilizers
for treating the symptoms of motion sickness. Mice were treated with meprobamate,
elenium, or nicolite, and exposed to centrifugation. Untreated control animals
exhibited vestibular dysfunctions of torsal and eye nystagmus, tail straightening, and
tremor of the extremities. Such dysfunctions were weak or absent in mice that had
received the drugs. Meprobamate was found to suppress the animals' motor activity
the least, as compared with the activity of the controls. This led the researchers to
conclude that tranquilizers, especially meprobamate, can effectively ameliorate
vestibular reactions caused by centrifugation in mice.
stationary
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Magnetic Fields
The physiological effect of high intensity, stationary magnetic fields was the
subject of two studies (Vnukova, 1980; Pavlov et al., 1980). The possibility that such a
field might provide rodent cell cultures with some protection from radiation-induced
damage was disproved. However, stationary magnetic field exposures were found
to be associated with increased reticulocyte counts and decreases in erythrocytes,
hemoglobin, and hematocrit. Since erythrocyte half-life remained unchanged, it was
suggested that magnetic fields may affect erythroid cells of the bone marrow.
damage assessment
Radiation
Soviet scientists have conducted studies to evaluate the adequacy of in vitro
systems for determining the extent of damage expected from a given dose of gamma
radiation. One such study (Dzhemilev, 1979a) compared in vivo and in vitro radiation
exposures of monkey somatic cells. Analysis of chromosomal aberrations from the two
studies revealed no differences, suggesting that in vitro radiation exposure can be used
as a human model.
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The living organism, however, shows variability, as Chernov (1978) demonstrated.
Rats were immobilized for 20 days; throughout this period a number of animals were
subjected to gamma radiation. Radiosensitivity was found to vary, with the highest stress factor
values occurring early in the hypokinetic period and decreasing with habituation. This
indicated that the degree of stress being experienced at the time is related to the degree
of radiation damage sustained.
The use of lasers is popular within the Soviet biological community. An example of
the applications lasers are being put to was a study by ll'yasova and Popova (1980).
X-irradiated gastrocnemius muscle tissue was treated with or without helium-neon laser
beams to facilitate recovery from X-ray damage. The entire rat muscle was autografted;
after transplantation, the regeneration process was histologically analyzed at 2 wks, laser therapy
1 mo, and 2 mos postsurgery. The laser therapy produced the best results when applied
before, rather than after, grafting the muscle. It was postulated that the laser intensifies
ATP formation and, consequently, faster repair of membranes, chromosomes, and
organelles damaged by the X-rays.
Plant Research
Some of the Soviet scientific reports received have dealt with the surveying of
plants as possible components of closed life support systems in space. Zhdanova et al.
(1978) investigated the resistance of several mushroom species to ultraviolet radiation,
finding that the level of damage was inversely correlated with the cellular melanin
content. In a similar vein, the capacity of irradiated Spirodela (duckweed) meristem
cells to grow was studied by Kutlakhmedov and colleagues (1978), who artificially
irradiated them with cobalt-60 gamma radiation. Spirodela cells grown under simulated
weightlessness in a clinostat after radiation exposure were observed to have an
increased number of daughter cells, as compared to gravity-grown cultures, indicating a
degree of radiation resistance. Increased viability of nonirradiated cells grown in the
clinostat was also noted; considering past failures of plant growth aboard spacecraft,
this could be an important observation.
Gordeyev (1979) discussed this spaceflight growth problem in an article concerned
with substituting electrical currents for gravity. Rooted onions in a clinostat exhibited
apparently normal growth when a constant current was fed to the plant; removal of the
current resulted in erratic growth, followed by death.
closed life support
electric current
Life Sciences Technology
Bioinstrumentation
The development of new bioinstrumentation that can be incorporated into space
physiology and biology research was reported in 1980. Kazakova (1980) described a
system that uses an ultrasonic instrument, a sensor, and the recorder portion of an
electroencephalograph to detect gas bubbles in the venous blood of animals exposed to
hypoxic conditions. As a demonstration, the author monitored gas bubble formation in gas bubble detecto
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gas chromatograph
portable
nystagmograph
photoelectric
nystagmograph
rabbits and cats exposed to hyperbaric environments, illustrating the species-specific
dynamics of formation.
A more accurate method of gas chromatography for tracing distributions of
organic compounds was reported by Sopikov and Gorshunova (1980). Direct thermal
evaporation of thin sections of organic material allowed relatively fast preparation of
tissue samples. Determination of the effects of spaceflight conditions, including hypo-
kinesia, radiation, and hypoxia, on physiological processes should, thus, according to
the scientists, become simpler and more rapid.
The study of the small movements of nystagmus requires sensitive equipment.
Mironenko and Vilenskiy (1980) reported development of a portable set of instru-
ments capable of recording nystagmus with eyes open or closed. Centered on a
1-channel electrocardiograph, it is able to measure rotational, caloric, positional, or
pressure nystagmus. A calibration half-mask makes application of electrodes more
convenient.
Photoelectric nystagmography permits the recording of additional data..
Khechinashvili et al. (1978b) reported a modification of the standard apparatus,
involving a flexible fiber-optic light guide. This allows the use of a powerful light
source and high-voltage photpmultipliers while preventing errors from unintentional
head movements.
nystagmus inducer
An instrument for the induction of nystagmus was described by Kandaurov et al.
(1980). The machine can be operated at two speeds for optokinetic stimulation; the
drum itself can be positioned vertically or horizontally. The polygraphic recording
(see following) indicates the rhythmic, regularly spaced, triangular oscillations that
are obtained.
EEC
Fragment of polygraphic recording of optokinetic
reaction in healthy person (optokinetic stimulation
in horizontal plane, rate of drum rotation 198°/s).
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Personal Protective Equipment
One possible variant of a system for emergency rescue of cosmonauts from orbital
stations (SERCOS) was described by Belonogov and others (1980). The proposed space
capsule holds 3 people and can support life for 24 hrs. Diagrammatic representations
of the exterior and interior of the capsule and of stages for return to the Earth's
surface are pictured below.
rescue capsule
KEY: 1. Pressure block
2. Commutation block
3. Power supply block
4. Radio beacon
5. Unit for inflating
flotation device '
6. Parachute
7. Flotation device
8. Orientation and
stabilization block
9. Soft landing engine
Closed Life Support
One of the primary technical problems of life support in space is the provision of
water. The ideal procedure would be complete reclamation of water from wastes. The
most qualitatively effective methods of recovering water from urine now known
involve either evaporation through a semipermeable membrane or osmosis. Such
methods are hampered by the clogging of membrane pores from urine solutes.
Adamovich, Volgin, and associates (1980) attempted to circumvent this problem by
going to a 2-step procedure. The first step recovers 75% of the water by lowering the
sampje temperature and filtering out the resulting sediment. The filtrate is then passed
through a membrane unit such as mentioned above, whereupon "good quality" water,
suitable for bathing or for plants, is recovered.
water reclamation
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impurity detection
To monitor the purity of reclaimed water, Chizhov and coworkers (1980)
evaluated the technique of using ultraviolet fluorescence to detect impurities. Using
water reclaimed from condensed atmospheric moisture or from dissociated hydrogen
peroxide, they were able to measure alcohol contamination to 10-3% and acid con-
tamination to 10'4%. Based on this technique, both methods of reclamation were
deemed equivalent in producing clean water.
spacesuh gaseous
wastes
carbon monoxide
hypoxia
hyperoxia
Toxicology
Spacesuit atmospheres generally contain contaminants from human waste, such as
carbon monoxide, aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, amines, and acetone. Sedov
and associates (1980) exposed subjects to simulated altitudes up to 10,000 m, having
some perform exercises so as to assess the danger, if any, such wastes present. Although
some decompression disorders such as joint pain were reported, the gaseous waste
products themselves were apparently not harmful.
Savina and colleagues considered the possibility of temporary malfunctions of life
support equipment in space, resulting in increased temperature, humidity, and atmos-
pheric carbon monoxide (Kalandarov, Bychkov, & Savina, 1980; Zhuravlev et al.,
1980). The scientists examined the effects that such chronic carbon monoxide
exposure (90 days) had on the adrenal cortex and blood chemistry of human
volunteers. At higher dosage exposures (15-20 mg/m3) and during simulated emer-
gencies, glucocorticoid function was increased; at lower doses (10 mg/m3), there were
no changes. The blood chemistry responses included adaptation to the lower dose after
41 days; increases in hemoglobin, carboxyhemoglobin, and nonhemoglobin iron at
20 mg/m3; and, surprisingly, more marked effects at 15 mg/m3, including increased
PACo2 and PAfj2, lowered pH, and acidosis.
The influence of hypoxia in conjunction with the effect of a second stressor on
animal physiology captured the interest of a number of Soviet researchers. Mikhalkina
(1980) studied the effects of hypoxia and hypercapnia on glycolysis in rat myocardial
tissue, and detected large increases in the concentrations of glycolytic products within
the heart muscle. The induction of hypoxia at simulated altitudes under varied
temperatures and humidities was investigated by Ngi and Keerig (1980), who analyzed
the blood chemistry of hypoxic rabbits. They determined that rabbits became hypoxic
when exposed to simulated heights of 5,000 m at temperatures of 20° or 44° and low
humidity. Rabbits kept at 44° and high humidity exhibited even more severe hypoxia.
The authors suggested that the hypoxia was the result of blood redistribution and
changes in the activity of respiratory enzymes, not the consequence of a shift in the
hemoglobin dissociation curve.
A marked shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve was also a manifestation
(although the shift was to the left) of the effects of hyperoxia on oxygen transport
(Ivanov & Chebotarev, 1980). By exposing subjects to a gas mixture of 95% oxygen
and 5% nitrogen for 20 min, the scientists were able to detect an increased affinity of
hemoglobin for oxygen.
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The reactions of the blood gases to hyperbaric conditions are also the subject of
continuing Soviet research. One of the recent reports dealt with the use of gas
chromatography to evaluate the physiological response of healthy individuals to
increased simulation pressure (Gulyar et at., 1980). Increased pressure was accompa-
nied by increased blood levels of oxygen and calcium dioxide. Additional nitrogen in high pressure
the external atmosphere limited the CaO2 increases. The higher concentrations of this
compound were postulated to be the result of more complete oxygenation of hemo-
globin and increased plasma diffusion rate. Particularly intriguing was the fact that
decompression was not followed by immediate drops in Ca02 levels.
The hyperbaric conditions were not found to greatly alter blood buffer system
parameters, although a more acidic ph and increased CaC02 and PA 002 were high pressure
detected. From these observations it was proposed that short-term exposure to
hyperbaric environments does not affect general physiological functions.
The consequences of combined hyperbaric and hyperoxic conditions on respiration
and blood chemistry were also considered (Gulyar, 1980). In general, the measured hyperbaric
oxygen transport rates showed a decrease at the stage of oxygen entry into the lungs hyperoxia
and an increase at the stage of incorporation into the blood system.
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